Cellular Operators Association of India
RSM/COAI/158
December 3, 2010
The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhawan
Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg (Old Minto Road)
Next to Zakir Hussain College
New Delhi - 110 002
Re: Views souaht bv TRAI on setting floor price for settlement in India of ILD minutes
Dear Sirs,
This is with reference to the above mentioned subject, wherein the Authority has sought
comments on setting floor price for settlement in India of incoming ILO minutes originating
from the Middle East.
In this regard our submission is as follows:
a) We firmly believe that this is an area of concern which requires uraent attention and
intervention of the Authoritv and hence this entire issue should be examined in a more
holistic manner.
b) While the issue with regard to incoming traffic from Middle East has been brought to the
notice of the Authority, we believe that this is a much laraer issue and what holds true for
Middle East holds true for the entire ILD traffic terminatina in India.
c) As per estimates provided by our member companies, international voice traffic
terminating into India is over 4 times the outgoing international traffic. A similar trend has
been brought to the notice of the Authority with regard to Middle East, wherein inbound
traffic is almost 4X outbound traffic.
d) As per estimates provided by our member companies for financial year ending 2010,
India received about 28 billion minutes of international incoming traffic on which Indian
ILOOs earned revenue, while it sent out approximately 6.2 billion minutes of outgoing
international traffic on which they paid termination cost to foreign operators. Of the total
ILD traffic estimates, India-in traffic from Middle East is 8.5 billion minutes and India-out
traffic to Middle East is around 2.2 billion minutes.
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e) In spite of the much higher number of incoming ILD calls; India becomes a net payer of
foreign exchange because of the high termination charge levied by the foreign operators
on the outbound ILD traffic from India. As per the estimates available with us, in FY
2009-10 the averaae termination rate for incomina ILD calls was around 1.4 cents per
minute as compared to an averaae termination rate of around 8.3 cents per minute for
ILD calls oriainatina from Indian and terminatina abroad.
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f)

The skew is much higher when we look at the specific case of Middle East since there
exits a monopoly and, in the absence of enough competition, the foreign operators have
unilaterally pushed up international call settlement charges payable by the Indian
Operators. There exits a clear case of 'market failure' as the termination rate paid
by the Indian operators for ILD calls terminatina in Middle East is 10 times more
than the rate paid by the operators in Middle East for call terminating in India.

g) Contrary to the scenario in Middle East where there is limited competition in the ILD
segment; there is presence of hiah competition in the ILD space in India. with UP to
13 operators. This has led to a steep fall in India incoming rates. The imbalance which
exists at present is a result of the high level of competition in the Indian ILDO market and
the low level of competition in the international markets.
h) Thus, despite the fact that much higher ILD traffic terminates in India, we end up being
net payers of foreign exchange; there is outflow of valuable foreign exchange whereas
given the ILD traffic ratio, India should be a net gainer of foreign exchange. It has been
brought to the notice of the Authority that the outflow in the case of Middle East alone is
USD 180 mn (Rs 825 crs). This figure of outflow would be much higher when we look at
the complete ILD traffic.
i)

We believe that the core issue is the comparatively extremely low level of the
termination rates in India on incomina ILD calls prescribed bY the fRA!. which
results in a distortion in the market place and interferes with the fair-play of market
forces.

j)

We therefore submit that the termination charae for international incomina calls
should be left to market forces. This will drive the international settlement rates
towards the market determined levels.

k) A higher termination charge on incoming ILD calls will make more funds available for all
service providers, for expansion of service, without increasing the burden on service
providers or the Indian consumers. The same will enable the much needed expansion of
service to rural and far flung areas of the country.
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I)

Flexibility granted to the Indian operators to negotiate for higher incoming ILD
termination rates on a reciprocal basis, will also ensure that there is a balance in the
tariffs for terminatina as well as oriainatina ILD calls

m) Additionally, Indian ILD operators incur cost of international connectivity (cross-connect
with foreign operators and international bandwidth), Gateway/switching, L1MS (Legal
Intercept Monitoring System), Bad Debt and Settlement variances etc. The flexibility to
charge higher termination charge for incoming ILD calls will help recover the cost
incurred.

Our Summary Submissions
In light of the above we would like to submit as follows:

•

Termination charge for incoming ILD calls should be left market forces. This
will drive the international settlement rates towards the market determined
levels.

•

The same will make more funds available for expansion of service, especially
to rural areas, at no additional cost to the Indian consumers.

•

The same will also ensure that there is a balance in the tariffs for terminating
as well as originating ILD calls.

•

Most importantly, increase in termination charge for incoming ILD calls will
stop the outflow of valuable foreign exchange on account of the imbalance in
the ILD termination charge which exists as of now.

We hope that our submissions will merit your kind consideration and we seek your kind
support in the matter.

Kind regards,
Sincerely yours,
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RaJan S. Mathews '
Director General

Encl: as above
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: Shri R. Ashok, Member, TRAI
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: Shri N. Parameswaran, ProAdvisor (RE), TRAI
: Shri Sudhir Gupta, Advisor (MN), TRAI
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